CfE Science - Materials

Lesson 8: Solvents

Activity 2:

pen 1

CSI Simpsons Chromatography

Collect a ‘Chromatography Kit’

pen 2

pen 3

pen 4

pen 5

Into one marked 100ml beaker
pour 5ml of Solvent 1.
1

Into another marked 100ml
beaker pour 5ml of Solvent 2.

On two pieces of paper, draw with a
pencil and a ruler an ‘origin’ line just
below the slots in the paper.

You are going to find out how chromatography can separate and
identify substances and the effect of different solvents.
Collect a copy of ‘CSI Briefing Notes’

During the briefing you must demonstrate that you can quickly
identify, remember and record important pieces of information.
Either attend the Briefing Meeting in person or log-in to view the
Briefing on-line. You must ensure that, by the end of the Briefing
Meeting, you have recorded all the relevant information. Work
with a small group of fellow operatives to ensure that nothing is
missed.
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There should already be a sample of the
ink from the Note (marked N) spotted on
the paper - make sure your ‘origin’ line
origin
goes through it.
line

Aim:

Activity 1:

2

Now place a spot from each of the
suspect’s pens on the ‘origin’ line
at each of the other slots. Number each
slot (in pencil) with the number of the pen
at the top of the slot.
Mark one piece ‘Solvent 1’ and the
other as ‘Solvent 2’.

solvent 2
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3

origin
line

WARNING: CSI Springfield is struggling with Budget Cuts.
		

Spread 1

You will only have 2 pieces of paper. No Mistakes!
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CSI Simpsons Chromatography

Place each piece of paper into its correct
beaker.
Ink spots must be above level of solvent!

The main things to decide are:
					①

the number of colours

				and

the order of the colours

While you wait for chromatograms to finish,
(at least 20 minutes, preferably longer),
continue with training for CSI Operative
(Level 1) assessment.

Activity 2:

②

Starting at the top:		
				Light Blue
				Purple
				Red
				Orange
				Yellow

Collect a set of ‘CSI Training Cards’

Complete as many of these as you have time for.

Chromatography works because as the
solvent rises up the paper, the different
pigment molecules, in the black pen dye,
dissolve and travel with the solvent.

However, watch out for colour mixes:		
							Light Blue
Purple is really there as a result of the
							Purple
Light Blue and Red pigments overlapping
							Red
And the other colour mix is:			
							Red
Orange is really there as a result of the
							Orange
Yellow and Red pigments overlapping
							Yellow

Some dissolve well and travel as fast as the
solvent. Others are less soluble and lag
behind.

Therefore, this ink contains 3 pigments
Light Blue
							Red
							Yellow

The further the solvent goes, the more the
pigments separate and the more obvious
they become.

Activity 3:

Information:		

Analysing Chromatograms

pigment
trail

Sometimes the pigment molecules stick to
the paper and a ‘trail’ is left behind. This
can be a sign that too much ink was used.
It is not usually counted as a separate colour.
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Collect ‘CSI Chromatography Report’

With the help of the other operatives in your
group, complete a ‘CSI Chromatography Report’
and use it to decide whether or not you have
strong enough evidence to allow you to
identify who wrote the Note.
Spread 2
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